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You Cannot Control What Shows Up: Toolkit and Resources

You cannot control what shows up, but 
you can control what you do with it. 

 
You will feel the full range of emotions, after you decided you prefer joy. 
You will get triggered where you have been traumatized, after you have 
decided you won't. You will resort to old thought patterns and beliefs, after 
you begin adopting new ones. You cannot control what shows up. You can 
control how you react to it. You decide how long it stays. You determine 
the toll it can take on you. 

I refer to them as demons- the negative emotions, triggers and beliefs you 
thought you left behind. You choose a different direction but they come for 
you. They don’t want to let you go. They will show up on your mental 
doorstep, bags in hand, as if prepared for a long stay. They don’t know 
you’re not the helpless victim anymore.  

I’m not saying it’s easy, but I am saying you can claim your power. Use 
your tools. Know what works for you to get back to where you want to be: 
peaceful, content, healthy, happy, calm, centered, joyful, untriggered and 
optimistic. 
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What’s in your toolbox? 
Here are 20 tools that have proven effective in psychological research and from my 
own practical experience and that of my clients. 

1. Acknowledge how you are feeling before you work on changing it.  

 You are human. You can’t control what shows up. You don’t have a goal to feel 
no sadness, anger or fear. You don’t have a goal to never be triggered again. 
That would be setting unrealistic expectations on things you can’t control. It’s 
setting yourself up for failure. Which will make you feel worse. Your goal is to 
acknowledge it. Lean into it. Then use your tools to turn it around. 

2. Meditate.  

 Meditation calms the nervous system and the mind. There are numerous apps, 
many of which are free: Headspace, Insight Timer, Calm, Meditation Timer, 
that allow you to choose from many guided meditations for manifestation, 
anxiety, sleep, and wellness to name a few topics.  

3. Pray.  

 If you are a person of faith, pray. Prayers can be one word, such as “help” 
and “show me” or more complex asking God for what you need and want. 
You cannot feel fear and faith in the same moment, therefore moments in 
faith are vacations from fear.  

4. Express gratitude.  

 This is a major contributor to happiness and contentment. Find at least 3 
things for which you are grateful, even on days when a lot has gone 
wrong. Write a gratitude letter to someone who has changed your life and 
tell them how they’ve impacted your life. Call them and read it to them. 

5. Focus on the solution, not on the problem.  

 If you are feeling anxious, worried or depressed about a problem, focus on 
the solution. Focusing on the problem, makes the problem bigger. 
Focusing on the solution, makes it smaller. Enlist help. Ask for what you 
need. If you can’t solve it all right away, come up with a plan of consistent, 
focused action to get it solved. 
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6. Switch tasks.  

 Step away from what is causing you stress, anger, sadness, or feeling 
overwhelmed. If you switch to something else from your “to do” list, so that 
you’re still accomplishing things, but switch off the task causing you grief. You 
might overcome the obstacle easily when you return to it later. 

7. Watch or read something that inspires you.  

 YouTube videos are great for immediate relief. I can summon Tony Robbins any 
time I feel like I’ve lost my way and remind myself why I do what I do. Know 
who inspires you and have a ready supply of their books and access to their 
videos. 

8. Walk in nature.  

 There is something very calming about being in the natural world, without 
technology, news and busyness. Observe people (without judgment), watch the 
clouds, ants or birds. There’s something magical about being an observer with no 
responsibility other than to observe how awesome nature is in your little 
microcosm. 

9. Know your support team.  

 While I don’t recommend retelling your problems many times over, which tends 
to make them bigger and more pervasive, I do recommend you know who your 
go to people are that are going to actively listen and propose solutions. Getting 
someone else’s perspective may be just what you need. 

10. Watch something funny.  

 Comedy has a way of lifting the spirits and getting you out of the undesirable 
spot. Junk food tv that has no educational value also works well. Let go and 
enjoy. This isn’t a singular solution, however, as I’m definitely not suggesting 
you check out of your situation long-term, but long enough to give your nervous 
system a break. 
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11. Use your affirmations.  
  
 Keep index cards handy that document what you want to happen and how you 

want to feel. When you are feeling stressed or triggered, recite your affirmations 
over and over. Affirmations are positive statements that contain no negative 
words and reflect what you do want- not an absence of what you don’t want. 
Example: (Wrong) I want to have no more debt. (Right) I want to have plenty of 
money each week to spend, save, invest and donate. More money flows into my 
bank account than flows out. I have a continuous supply of money to more than 
meet my needs. 

12. Think about what went right.  

 What obstacles have you overcome, what successes have you had and what 
you’ve achieved? You’ve dealt with challenges before and come out of it on top. 
You will do it again. Good friends and family can often answer those questions 
for you if you’re too far down the rabbit hole to do it yourself. 

13. Find the silver lining.  

 What positive thing is going to come out of this situation? What is useful about 
it? There is always good in the bad. Document it. 

14. Exercise.  

 Exercise releases endorphins. Endorphins make you feel better. It’s that simple. 
You get an additional boost in moral from having conquered a workout. Doing 
challenging workouts reminds you that you’re tougher than you give yourself 
credit for and doing yoga grounds your energy and reminds you to breathe while 
lengthening and strengthening your muscles.  

15. Change your posture and your breath.  

 Take deep breaths and stand up straight. Changing your physicality, changes 
your physiology. We tend to be more hunched over and down in our hips, 
breathing more shallowly, when we are upset, stressed and depressed. Standing 
up straight and taking deep breaths yields immediate positive effects. 
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16. Set personal boundaries.  

 Avoid anything that adds to your negative state. News, violent shows, negative 
people (even family) can make you feel more negative. Avoid them. Sugar and 
caffeine can make you feel more anxious and less healthy as well.  

17. Get a dog or spend more time with the dog you have.  

 Cats too, but dogs are typically more tuned in to your feelings. Dogs and cats 
don’t hold on to what happened yesterday, last week or last year. To them, every 
day is a great day to be happy. They can be very calming. Dogs are always glad to 
see you. You don’t have to have a therapy dog to get therapeutic benefits from 
them. If you can’t have a dog or cat of your own, borrow a friend’s. 

18. Do something you like or love.  

 The benefits of this one are obvious. When you do something you like or love, you 
feel your best. You feel joy. Taking a break to do something you love even for a 
few minutes can have enduring effects of your emotions. This can be simple like 
cooking a favorite recipe, coloring a picture, talking to a friend, or going for a 
hike. Doing this has the effect of changing your focus from what you don’t want to 
think about to something you do. 

19. Get at the root of it.  

 Determine if you’re unhappy, angry, depressed, stressed or fearful because the 
issue is real or because this is how you have historically reacted. Maybe you think 
this is how life is supposed to be. If the issue causing you to be off your best is 
real, focus on the solution and enlist your support system who supports you in the 
solution. If it’s because you’re programmed to feel this way from time to time, let 
it go. Use your tools.
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20. Give zero fucks about more things.  

 Things you will want to give zero fucks about (the list is endless, but I’ll give you 
a few examples): what other people think about most things, other people’s 
expectations, other people’s opinions (most of the time), other people’s 
schedules and timetables (work stuff excluded!), what any celebrities think 
about most things, political parties, stuff you “should” do, most “obligations”, 
what the Kardashians are doing or not doing, who wore what where, and who’s 
having a destination bridal shower or wedding that you don’t want to go to, and 
the big one- what other people think of you. Let’s face it, if you’re being honest 
with yourself, you give zero fucks about these things and a whole lot more. 
What a relief. Let yourself feel the cool, breezy weightlessness of owning that. In 
fact, if it were possible to give less than zero fucks about any of it, you would. 

There you have it. Stuff that works to get back into warrior, joy seeking, badass, get-
shit-done mode when you’ve leaned into less for as long as you wanted.  

You have a tool box and you’re not afraid to use it. Stop setting yourself up for failure 
by thinking you’re screwing up when you feel triggered, anxious, sad, depressed, 
angry, bummed, and overwhelmed. You might know better, but that stuff is still going 
to show up, bags in hand, ready to stay awhile. Let it come and, when you’re ready, let 
it go.  

You will not need to do all twenty steps; most of the time one or a few of these will be 
enough. Pick your handful of favorites that are your rote memory, go-to, snap the 
fuck out of it tools.  

Number 20 on the list is especially magical. You, undoubtedly, care about more than 
you need to. Again, it’s programming. It’s also stressful and causes you to feel guilty. 
Trade the guilt that sucks for zero fucks.  

You’ve got  this. You are enough.
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About  Lisa Z. 
Lisa is a happiness and success coach, author, 
entrepreneur and owner of Small Steps 2 Big 
Change (www.smallsteps2bigchange.com). 

Lisa integrates current psychological literature, the 
practicality and goal driven focus of business 
studies and a true passion for empowering people 
to live a happier life, starting today. 

You can find her work on Thrive Global, 
Huffington Post as well as at 
www.smallsteps2bigchange.com, 
@bigchangecoach on Twitter, bigchangecoach on 
Instagram and on FB in the groups Small Steps 2 
Big Change and Get What You Want-The Mindset.  

Want more of her? 
To inquire about hiring Lisa to be your very own strategist, cheerleader and 
tough love(r), email her at info@smallsteps2bigchange.com.   

1:1 COACHING SLOTS FILL UP FAST (and probably won’t be available once 
the book is a bad ass best seller) Don’t delay… 

The dog did NOT eat your homework. You’re not too young, too old, too fat, too 
thin, too poor, too busy, too tired or too any of the other shit sandwiches your 
brain serves you. And, you are good enough.  

What you need is permission (granted!) and an unbiased support system (me!).  

I’m right here with you. No more excuses. #justdoit. 

info@smallsteps2bigchange.com 

What are you waiting for? 
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